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Arrival/Guest Seated

12:30pm - 1:00pm

Arrival of the Governor of Lagos State
Mr. Babajide Olusola Sanwo-Olu

1:00pm - 1:30pm

Address by the Chairman, Board of Trustees LSSTF
Mr. Kehinde Durosinmi-Etti

1:30pm - 1:40pm

Presentation of report on the activities of the Fund
by the Executive Secretary/CEO, Dr. Abdurrazaq Balogun

1:40pm - 1:55pm

Audit Opinion by Ernst & Young

1:55pm - 2:00pm

Update on the Security situation in Lagos State
by the Commissioner of Police, Lagos State

2:00pm - 2:15pm

Questions/Comments from the audience

2:15pm - 2:30pm

Address by Mr. Babajide Olusola Sanwo-Olu,
Governor of Lagos State

2:30pm - 2:50pm

Presentation to the Families of Police Oﬃcers who lost their 2:50pm - 3:20pm
lives during the unrest that followed the EndSARS Protest
Vote of Thanks
Pledges Donations will be ongoing
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3:20pm - 3:25pm

Protocols,
Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen, I am pleased to
welcome you to this 14th Town Hall Meeting on Security.
Given the protests that erupted in October, and the ensuing
destruction, it has become more important than ever
before to hold meetings of this nature, focusing on the
security of lives and property.
The Year 2020 has indeed been one of complex challenges
to our safety and security architecture in the State. There
have been signiﬁcant threats to our collective health,
safety, and security. There was the gas explosion at Abule
Ado in February 2020, followed closely by the global
COVID-19 Pandemic, and the ensuing violence that
accompanied the protests against police brutality in
October 2020.
It is indeed true that when it rains, it pours, and all these
events have indeed tasked our resilience and crisis
management capacity; but we have remained resolute
about rising above these challenges that threaten our very
safety and wellbeing; and in so doing maintaining law and
order which sometimes becomes vulnerable in the light of
such challenges.
I am delighted that we have been able to contain all major
threats to our safety and security in Lagos State, and are
now in a better position to prevent them in the future.
Nothing will deter us from protecting the lives and
property of Lagosians now and in the future. Safety and
Security will never be compromised in our State.
It is ironical that even before these unfortunate incidents,
we had begun working on a complete overhaul and
improvement of our security architecture in Lagos State.
We had made a lot of progress, and only needed to bridge
certain technological and logistical gaps, before the crises
erupted. This is a proactive government, and we remain
committed to being deliberate and intentional about the
issues of security and safety.
However, as a result of the attacks witnessed in October
2020, wherein we suﬀered signiﬁcant and colossal losses
to a sizeable amount of our security infrastructure, it is
indeed trite to mention that these losses have set us back
several years, but we remain undeterred and undefeated.
The presentation of the Commissioner of Police, Lagos
State, and the submission of the Executive Secretary,
Lagos State Security Trust Fund (LSSTF) all buttress this
assertion. We sympathize with those who lost loved ones
during the mindless attacks; as well as the business
owners and other law-abiding citizens whose businesses
and properties were looted and destroyed beyond
imagination.

As we rebuild our State, security remains our top priority: we
will continue to expand and improve on our security
architecture until we achieve a world-class system. We
recognize that socio-economic growth is meaningless
without an eﬃcient security apparatus in place.
As the Chief Security Oﬃcer of Lagos State, my solemn
promise to all law-abiding citizens is that Lagos State will
always be safe for them. We will stop at nothing to ﬂush out
all criminal elements whose sole aim is to foment chaos and
perpetrate crime – let me sound this note of warning: There
is no hiding place for criminals and bandits in Lagos State.
Ladies and Gentlemen, as part of our resolve to improve on
our security infrastructure provisions state-wide, the State
Government, the Local Government Councils/Local Council
Development Areas, the Rebuild Lagos Trust Fund
Committee and the Lagos State Security Trust Fund will be
working hand-in-hand to determine what needs to be done
and how it must be done.
The Lagos State Security Trust Fund will concentrate on the
provision of logistics, maintenance, training and kitting of
the security personnel in Lagos State, while the Lagos
Rebuild Committee will focus on the fund raising, recovery,
rehabilitation and reconstruction of destroy ed
infrastructure.
On our part, as the Lagos State Government, we have taken
the proactive measure of making the necessary budgetary
provision for security. We committed N32.76 billion to Public
Order and Safety in the 2021 Appropriation Bill, which I
presented to the State House of Assembly on November 10.
We understand the correlation between development and
security: the events of the recent past have shown that there
can be no meaningful progress and development without
security.
As responsible Lagosians, I charge you to do all you can to
uphold the security of our dear State. The security agencies
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and Government cannot do it alone; we all have a part to
play in ensuring that our state is crime-free. Even as the
Lagos State Government takes bold actions to secure the
state, it is the duty of all Lagosians to ensure that they do
nothing to jeopardize the peace, safety, stability, and
security of our State. It is also your responsibility to remain
vigilant and to report all suspected attempts to disrupt law
and order to the appropriate authorities.
I assure you that the State Government will do more in the
areas of intelligence-led policing, improved operational
capacity and welfare of the security agencies in the state.
We will upgrade the capacities of state-owned security and
safety structures as well as the Lagos Neighborhood Safety
Agency.
I am pleased to note that a few months ago, we took the
ﬁrst step in the implementation of the Community Policing
Program in Lagos State. We have also resolved that
training of security personnel will include community
engagement, de-escalation techniques, and proactive
information-gathering within communities.
I thank the private sector for their tremendous partnership
and support for the Lagos State Security Trust Fund. Thank
you for working with us to secure Lagos. I know that we can
continue to count on your valuable support, especially in
this epochal period in which we have a duty to rebuild our
State.
As the population of our state expands, we must remind
ourselves that there is unity in diversity. This is the time for
us to harness our strengths to reengineer our security
architecture. Our government will continue to proactively
engage all stakeholders as part of an ongoing exercise to
address all security concerns. We are fully cognizant of the
fact that there can be no room for complacency.
In line with the need to comprehensively identify the
residents of Lagos, the State Government will enforce
LASRRA registration in addition to other safety and
security protocols. We must know ourselves, and what we
do, as part of our community engagement and awareness
strategy, which will also include youth engagement and
social work and welfare programs.
At the 2021 Budget presentation on November 10, I stated
that the Lagos State Government will commit N9.16 billion
to social protection, in order to critically address other
contributors to crime like substance abuse, youth
unemployment, and poor education. We believe that it is
easier to prevent crime than to control it. Consequently, in
order to guarantee sustained peace and security, we will
embrace a deliberate and determined approach towards
crime prevention and the preservation of law and order.
We will also address the agitations of concerned residents
of our state, particularly the youth, by implementing a
robust communication strategy that will highlight
government’s projects and initiatives. Our intention is to
cultivate their trust and get them to embrace participatory
governance. The issue of security is a shared mission, the
more we are able to engage the citizenry, the better we will
become at nipping crime in the bud.
I have no doubt we can achieve a lot together. In fact, we
have done this before! You will all recall that before the
establishment of the Lagos State Security Trust Fund, bank
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robberies, home invasions, carjacking, and street robberies
were the order of the day, and night life was almost nonexistent.
Our collective resolve to defeat crime and criminality has so
far ensured zero bank robberies in Lagos! We trained and
equipped the Rapid Response Squad (RRS) as the foremost
crime-busting outﬁt in Nigeria. We can do it again. Through
sustained and intensiﬁed collaboration, we can ensure that
our Lagos is not only safe, but also henceforth immune to the
level of destruction we witnessed in October 2020.
In the ﬁrst 100 days of this administration, we presented 120
vehicles to our security agencies, while another set of 90
vehicles has been provided this year. This is in addition to the
creation of an additional area command in Ilashe, and the
continuous provision of logistics for all security formations
in the State.
We are also painstakingly working to address the challenges
of residents with the 112/767 emergency numbers, while we
upgrade the operations of the Lagos State Emergency
Management Agency, the Lagos State Fire Service, and the
Lagos State Ambulance Service, among others.
Although there appears to be an increase in criminal
activities of late, because of the extensive destruction of
police assets, it is important to state that we are currently
establishing makeshift oﬃces for the operations of the
police, while their stations are being rebuilt. We are also
urgently re-equipping the police for full operations.
Like other mega cities, the issue of security is not peculiar to
Lagos. In most modern economies, security is a major
challenge and must be accorded the seriousness it deserves.
We must sustain the steady progress Lagos has recorded in
securing its people and businesses. Our resilience and
resourcefulness must come to bear in our eﬀorts to restore
our losses, consolidate our gains, and reposition our economy
for the prosperity of all.
I thank the brave and gallant oﬃcers of our security agencies
for their dedication to duty and commitment to the
eradication of crime. You have exhibited uncommon boldness
and courage in the performance of your duties. Lagos State
appreciates your sacriﬁces, and we are eternally grateful for
all you do. We will continue to stand by you even as you
discharge your patriotic responsibilities.
Ladies and Gentlemen, once again, I call on you as worthy
partners to collaborate with the Lagos State Government to
revitalize our security architecture, by contributing
generously to the Lagos State Security Trust Fund.
Together, let us build the Lagos of our dreams!
Thank you.

Mr. Babajide Olusola Sanwo-Olu
Governor , Lagos State

Protocols,
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you most
cordially to the 14th edition of the Town Hall Meeting
on Security with the Governor, with the theme “LAGOS
SECURITY: RESILLIENCE IN THE FACE OF ADVERSITY”.
As it has been a tradition, the Lagos State Security
Trust Fund organizes this event annually to achieve the
following:
1. render an account of the activities of the Fund
since the last Town Hall Meeting on Security;
2. present the Audit Report of the Fund;
3. provide a forum for the Commissioner of Police,
Lagos State Police Command, to update the public
on the security situation in the state;
4. provide a platform for Mr. Governor to share his
policy/vision on security and;
5. obtain feedback from stakeholders and members
of the public and advocate for donations to the
Fund
During the past year and in line with the Law
establishing the Fund, the Board of Trustees of the
LSSTF was reconstituted as the tenure of the former
Board elapsed, that is why I am standing before you as
the new Chairman of the Board. Permit me then the
opportunity to introduce other members of the Board.
They are:
1) Mr. Segun Agbaje, Managing Director/CEO,
Guaranty Trust Bank Plc.
2) Mr. Ebenezer Onyeagwu, Group Managing
Director/CEO, Zenith Bank Plc.
3) Dr. Adesola Adeduntan, Group Managing Director/
CEO, First Bank of Nigeria Ltd.
4) Mr. Emeka Onwuka, Partner, Andersen Tax Nigeria.
LP
5) Mr. Tayo Ayinde, Chief of Staﬀ to the Governor of
Lagos State

6) Engr. Omotayo Bamgbose-Martins, Honourable
Commissioner, Special Duties & Intergovernmental
Relations
7) DIG. Agboola Oshodi-Glover (Rtd.),
8) Dr. Ayodele Ogunsan Managing Director/CEO, Ejihaji
Oil and Gas Limited
9) Otunba Niyi Adewunmi, Director Globacom Limited
10) Dr. Abdurrazaq Balogun LSSTF.

Executive Secretary/CEO,

On behalf of the new Board of Trustees, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank the Governor for the privilege to
serve on the LSSTF Board at this critical juncture. I would
also like to express our appreciation to our predecessors
who sustained the operations of the Fund for the past 13
years. Permit me to specially recognize the Chairmen of
the past LSSTF Boards – Mr. Remi Makanjuola and Mr. Oye
Hassan-Odukale, for their leadership and ability to keep
the ﬂag ﬂying with each Board, adding more value to the
continued growth of LSSTF.
The new Board took over the aﬀairs of the LSSTF in July
2020, during the COVID-19 Pandemic, followed by the
EndSARS unrest resulting from the legitimate agitation
for an end to police brutality. These two events have
cumulatively and signiﬁcantly impacted lives and
livelihoods, businesses, public and social interactions in
Lagos State and across the country. Ladies and
Gentlemen, in recent weeks we have witnessed a
signiﬁcant increase in civil unrest, crimes of opportunity
and general disregard for law and order. It is very
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important to note that all these challenges further
widen the scope of the security agencies in our nation,
particularly in Lagos. These are indeed trying times,
which some people have asserted to be a redeﬁning
moment in the governance of our country and the way
we do things generally.
Against this background, the new Board of LSSTF has
resolved to sustain the previous achievements made by
LSSTF and to signiﬁcantly improve the security
architecture in Lagos State by seeking to attract the
required resources and providing a strong headship and
vision for safety and security in Lagos State.
In the course of today’s event, we shall have the
pleasure of getting a ﬁrsthand insight into Mr.
Governor’s thoughts as the Chief Security Oﬃcer of
Lagos State. The Executive Secretary of the LSSTF and
the Commissioner of Police, Lagos State Police
Command will speak to the activities of the Security
Trust Fund and the current status of security in the
state respectively.
Lagos State is often acknowledged as diverse and
multicultural with a population of an estimated 21
million people (and growing). It is the commercial
nerve center of Nigeria and indeed West Africa, a status
which comes with its attendant security and social
challenges.
The security agencies with the mandate to protect us
are in dire need of critical infrastructure, equipment,
training and logistics. As we cannot wish away these
realities, there is a paramount need to continue to
support the security agents operating in our state to
deter, track down, confront, arrest, and prosecute
criminals, so that our businesses and social lives can
prosper and our families can be safe.
The Security Trust Fund has served as a model of
private sector led and transparent private-public
partnership for supporting the security agencies in
protecting lives, properties and businesses in Lagos
State. Yet, the LSSTF remains underfunded. In fact, the
Fund has only been able to remain aﬂoat due to the
prudence and ingenuity of its management in the
application of resources. It would interest you to know
that the Fund has experienced a drought of donations
since the beginning of the year, though this may largely
be a result of the shutdown of economic activity due to
the Pandemic, but ironically, more security is required
during a pandemic as we have seen the world over
where security agents have been very relevant, working
alongside medical personnel.
I believe that our security architecture will beneﬁt from
being driven by more advanced technology, well trained
personnel, and robust equipment. But all these require
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adequate ﬁnancial and material resources.
We therefore need to act urgently by making donations to
the Fund to ensure that we secure our state from those
that mean us harm. The Fund welcomes all donations in
cash or kind. We will accept technical skills, security
equipment (provided they can be integrated into the
system we are developing), collaborations in areas such as
media, repairs, donation platforms/drive/network etc. The
LSSTF is even more relevant now than ever before and we
need all the help we can get!
I must salute our partners who have continued to donate
to the Fund because they share our vision of a safer Lagos
and have committed to achieving it. We also use this
medium to call on those that have not made this
commitment to an annual contribution to the Fund to
realize that they need to make that commitment if they
truly want a safer Lagos.
While I welcome you once again to this event, please be
assured that the Fund will continue to operate according
to the principle of judicious use of resources and proper
accountability.
Thank you for your attendance and in anticipation of your
contributions to the Fund.

Mr. Kehinde Durosinmi-Etti
Chairman, Board of Trustees,
Lagos State Security Trust Fund.

Protocols,
INTRODUCTION
May I join the Chairman of the Fund in welcoming you to
this very unique Town Hall Meeting on Security with Mr.
Governor. Unique in many regards as it is the ﬁrst time,
we are having such a small gathering of people in this
large hall which is usually too small for our meetings
even in a theater arrangement. This already reminds us
that things are not the way they used to be.
As in every event like this, I am to give you a concise
account of the activities of the Lagos State Security
Trust Fund since the last town hall meeting which was
exactly a year ago today.
This year has been characterized with a number of ﬁrsts
which have negatively impacted on our security
architecture in Lagos State. Notable amongst the events
in the year is the COVID-19 Pandemic and the unrest
that followed the ENDSARS protests. These situations
revealed gaps in our security system especially threats
posed by cultists/gangs and unemployed people
desperate for survival as we experienced during the
Lockdown.
Again, several security issues particularly armed
robbery, cult-related murders, public disorder, street
crime, extortion, and so on, reared their ugly heads in
dimensions not experienced in Lagos since 2007 before
the creation of the Lagos State Security Trust Fund.
Unfortunately, a number of private businesses,
government assets and security formations were
vandalized and looted while some people lost their lives
during the unrest and I commiserate with all those that
have lost property and their loved ones during the
period.
After a concerted consideration of the current situation
of our security infrastructure we realized we cannot
aﬀord to crouch and lick our wounds but stand strong to
rebuild our security system hence the Theme for today’s
event- “Lagos Security: Resilience in the face of
Adversity”.

ROLE OF THE LAGOS STATE SECURITY TRUST FUND
Since its establishment in 2007, the Fund has continued to
deliver on its mandate to provide equipment, logistics and
training for the police and other security agencies in the
state with contributions from the Lagos State
Government, the Local Governments /Local Council
Development Areas, Private organizations and wellmeaning individuals.
Apart from providing major equipment such as patrol
vehicles, communication repeaters including walkie
talkies, base radios and communication masts, Armoured
Personnel Carriers, motorcycles, patrol boats, generators
of various capacity, bulletproof vests, ballistic helmets,
uniforms, sweaters, leather boots, rain coats with boots,
Explosion detection kits, gunshot trauma treatment packs,
etc., the Fund also provides maintenance, repairs and
consumables (batteries, tyres, disposable hand cuﬀs,
fueling etc.) routinely for the RRS (being the primary
responsibility of the Fund) and on request for other police
and security formations. Maintenance being the major
expenditure guzzler hence we have assets that are
between 5-10 years and still in top shape due to the
periodic maintenance and repairs by the Fund.
The Fund has engaged various security consultants,
participated in security conferences and exhibitions, met
with various security solution providers on the creation of
surveillance without boots on the ground, crowd control,
etc. All these we have been able to put together in a policy
document on security, however, the costs are very high and
require the commitment and support of Lagosians to keep
the state safe!
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The Core values of the Fund – Prudence, Accountability,
Resourcefulness and Trust continue to fuel our vision of
making “Lagos, the safest and most prosperous
commercial location in Africa and our Mission of
“facilitating safety and security in Lagos State”.
Ernst and Young are external Auditors to the Fund and
are here today to present their opinion on the 2019
Audit of the Fund in line with the statute of the Fund.
Please note that an abridged version of the 2019 Audit
report is in this brochure while the full Audit (and that of
all previous years) are on the Fund’s website
–lsstf.lagosstate.gov.ng
Till date the Fund has continued to intervene in
providing critical support to almost all security agencies
operating in Lagos State at one time or the other. Some
of these security agencies include Lagos State Police
Command which comprises 14 Police Area Commands,
110 Police Divisions, the Rapid Response Squad (RRS), 6
Mobile Police units (a Special Force), Explosive
Ordinance Dispersal Unit (EOD), State Intelligence
Bureau (SIB), Ops Attack, Counter Terrorism Unit, Traﬃc
Unit, Marine police, Mounted Police Unit, Lagos State
Environment and special oﬀences (enforcement) Unit
and oﬃces, Airport Police Command, Army - OP MESA
and Quick Response Group, Navy - OP MESA and sea
patrols, Air Force - OP MESA, State Security Service
(SSS), Nigeria Correctional Service, Nigeria Immigration
Service (NIS), National Drug Law Enforcement Agency
(NDLE A), Federal Road Safet y Corps, Lagos
Neighbourhood Safety Agency LNSA), and Kick Against
Indiscipline
Most of our interventions are one oﬀ expenditure except
for the RRS for which we are wholly responsible, and the
LNSA that gets an annual grant (The grant is used to
repair, service and procure spare parts for their ﬂeet).
It should be noted that an estimated 80% of the
operational vehicles in use by the police in the last 13
years have been through the LSSTF. In fact, the
Communication equipment including repeaters for the
Police and even the State Security Service were provided
through the LSSTF. All assets of OP MESA were also
provided by the LSSTF. The Marine Police Unit simply
cannot exist without the weekly provision of fueling and
routine servicing and repairs of their ﬂeet provided by
the LSSTF. The interventions of the Fund to security
agencies have indeed been vital to their operations.
There is need to emphasize that the mandate of the
Fund is not to take over the statutory responsibility of
the Federal government to ﬁnance its agencies (which
we certainly cannot meet), but to bridge the gaps.
However, in some areas the intervention of the Fund has
been on weekly basis in order to ensure the operations
of these security agencies are not disrupted as they
almost completely depend on ourz intervention.
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We are therefore very grateful to organizations that have
continued to contribute to the Fund over the years which
enable us provide the needed support for the security
agencies operating in Lagos State.
Permit me to state that till date the Lagos State
Government has been the largest donor to the Fund with a
contribution of 60% while the private sector has done
about 40%. Also note that the donation of the state
government is solely in kind.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is clear that without the
intervention of the Fund it would have been very diﬃcult
for security agencies to carry out their duties as there is
presently no alternative for the LSSTF Model as practiced
in Lagos. In fact, other states including the Federal
Government have replicated our model.
CURRENT POSITION OF SECURITY IN LAGOS STATE
(LSSTF OPINION)
The period of lockdown occasioned by the COVID-19
Pandemic stretched our security agencies to their limits as
a result of the cult clashes, community clashes and gang
activities. However, the police with the support of other
security counterparts were able to quell the challenges
and restore law and order before the gradual easing of the
lockdown and we must commend their dedication to
keeping us safe despite the risks of the Pandemic.
Just as we thought it could only get better, it got worse as
the agitations for the end to police brutality began and we
found ourselves counting our losses - 46 police stations
and police posts either burnt or vandalized, 62 patrol
vehicles burnt while 13 were vandalized. Unfortunately,
too we lost 6 men while 106 were injured. The situation
now is that some police assets are in a state worse than
when the Lagos State Security Trust Fund was established
in 2007. The implication of burning a police station is that
there is no oﬃce from which the police can eﬀectively
carry out all their responsibilities. They also have a
challenge of communication as a lot of these equipment
have been burnt or vandalized. In summary, almost half of
the police divisions in the state do not have an oﬃce, are
not on the police communication network, do not have
vehicles for mobility. These are key requirements to
performing police duties. In addition, the Morale of the
men is low as they lost colleagues and personal property
(cars, personal eﬀects, uniforms etc) during the unrest.
The Governor had visited the entire Command in a bid to
uplifting their morale during which several requests were
made and steps are being taken to address the requests,
one of which will be seen here today!
The increase in criminal activity in the past few weeks is
clearly because of the damage on the police assets and
lethal weapons in the possessions of non-state actors. The

situation has also emboldened a mass of lawless road
users not to adhere to the road traﬃc regulations
thereby creating more traﬃc jam which not only lead to
the massive loss of man-hours but also to crimes of
opportunity. Commercial motorcyclists (also known as
Okada) have also resurfaced in areas where restrictions
or ban had been in eﬀect.
There is an urgent need to establish law and order and
protect lives and property in this very densely populated
and urbanized state and the Fund as a critical
intervention mechanism can achieve this as we have
acquired enough knowledge and expertise to proﬀer
some of the solutions required through engagement
with critical stakeholders in the security space. However
massive resources are required as security expenditure
is huge and recurrent. Also most of the equipment
required by security agencies are imported and the
ﬂuctuating foreign exchange and inﬂation rates directly
impact on their prices, hence the need for Lagosians,
friends of Lagos, other concerned stakeholders to join in
this laudable donation drive. A ﬁrst step to this is to
commit to contributing to the Fund in order to restore
the lost assets of the police destroyed during the unrest.
In line with today’s theme and its mandate, the Fund
has started to advocate for donations to provide the
much-needezd support for the police. We have been
guests on diﬀerent radio and TV programs to discuss
these issues so that a clear perspective could be tabled. I
must say here that we are encouraged by the people
who have reached out to us based on these
engagements and I would specially single out Proton
Security Limited for calling us up after one of these
shows to sympathize with the police and immediately
made a donation. It is such actions that encourage us to
keep going knowing that some good spirited
organizations will respond out of their love for their
fellow men and we implore other organizations to follow
this sterling example.
Mr. Governor, ladies and gentlemen, the Initiative of Mr.
Governor on the establishment of the Rebuild Lagos
Trust Fund is highly commendable and timely, however,
security expenditure is huge and has a recurrent
element which CANNOT WAIT! The Fund has swiftly
swung into action by repairing and refurbishing
damaged security assets such as Armoured Personnel
Vehicles (APCs), Troop Carriers (the 3 damaged at Ebute
Metta were ﬁxed within three days), massive
refurbishment and repairs of our vehicles due to wear
and tear are ongoing. There is a need to acquire more
equipment particularly crowd control assets to forestall
future incidents. The Fund has engaged extensively
with manufacturers of these equipment in South Africa
as going by their past, they have mastered the art of
crowd control.

ACTIVITIES OF LSSTF IN THE LAST YEAR (December
2019 to November 2020)
From the last town Hall meeting, the focus of the Fund
had been the widening of its donor base as only a fraction
of the private sector have bought into this our model of
resourcing security and we had started to consider a
grand crowd funding option because of the need to
develop a very steady and strong ﬁnancial source of
revenue.
The creation of security trust funds by many states and
even the federal government has contributed to the donor
fatigue experienced with some of our regular donors as
they now are also being targeted for donations by these
other trust funds.
Security agencies need to deploy technology, require more
training, provision of hardware, arms, improved welfare,
uniforms and accoutrements etc., (the list is too
numerous to mention)
In addition, the Fund organized, on behalf of the state
Government, a security summit in 2018 after which an
implementation document was provided for a statewide
upgrade of our security architecture and our resourcing
strategies.
From January 2020 to November 2020 onlyN82.8 million
was received in donations to the Fund, the most dismal
donation recorded since the inception of the Fund. We may
attribute this to the shutdown of economy due to the
COVID-19 Pandemic underlining the adverse eﬀect of the
pandemic on the Fund. The Fund has only survived
because of the judicious application of funds pledged in
2019, some of which were redeemed in 2020.
Speciﬁcally, in 2020 the Fund provided 90 patrol vehicles
(fully ﬁtted with back cabins, base radios and security bar
lights) valued at about N1.125 Billion, 6units of 200HP
outboard engines (2 for the Navy and 4 for the Marine
Police), 656 tyres, 205 batteries, 2,170 raincoats with rain
boots, 100 walkie talkies with extra batteries each, 1812
operational boot s/shoes for the police. Also,
N82,741,824.00 was spent on routine service and repairs
of patrol vehicles and boats (for RRS, Police Command,
LNSC, and Marine police) including refurbishment of
vehicles. These items may seem insigniﬁcant, but without
constant supply of spare parts, consumables, repairs and
refurbishment, all of our assets would have been
grounded which is the bane of pubic assets in our country.
Further to the recent security challenges during the
lockdown and the unrest following the protests, the Fund
organized a high-level conference Themed: - Securing
Lagos State during and after the COVID-19 Pandemic:
Preparing for the Unknown in October 2020, which
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brought together top security personnel across all
security and safety agencies operating in the State. The
meeting gave insights to the responses of security
agencies and recommendations on how to better
coordinate and handle themselves is such unexpected
circumstances. It also spoke extensively on the
relationship of Law enforcement agents with the
citizenry, particularly the youths.
It should be mentioned that the new Board of the Fund
also resolved at its strategy meeting in September 2020
to re-strategize its funding approach and this process is
ongoing.
LAGOS STATE SECURITY ARCHITECTURE THE WAY
FORWARD (LSSTF PERSPECTIVE)
Lagos is the major entry point into Nigeria and home to
far more business concerns than any other state in the
country. We are the socio- economic and cultural hub of
Nigeria. It is home to the busiest Airports, Seaports and
international gateway to West Africa. We are a resilient,
resourceful and boisterous people. We have always set
the pace for other states to follow in almost every sphere
of life; therefore, we deserve to have a security
architecture that can withstand any form of adversity.
One of the mandates of the Fund is to advise on security
issues, a responsibility the Fund eﬀectively carries out
since its involvement in the security system
support/management in the state for over 13 years and
has worked closely with security agencies to combat
crime in this period especially as a member of the Lagos
State Security Council.
The Trust Fund projects the implementation of the
“2018 security Summit implementation document”
which has broken down what needs to be done in
every sector of Lagos to achieve comprehensive
security cover for the state. It should be noted that
the focus of the summit was “planning from the
Future” a concept of ensuring that every possible
potential security challenge in the future can be
eﬀectively managed. Security consciousness of
school children was also considered in the
implementation document which suggested the
setting up of security clubs and the appointment of
security prefects in every school. The summit also
dwelled on the need to incorporate private security
companies into securing various Neighborhoods and
that no resident of Lagos is without proper
identiﬁcation amongst other initiatives.
In the face of resource deﬁcit of the police and other
security agencies that make requests to the Fund, we
have been extremely resourceful in Lagos state, and we
must stay the course because this is where we live and
carry out our business. The stress on the state and its
structures, as well as on its institutions, oﬃcials and
security agents are unending.
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CONCLUSION
Mr. Governor, distinguished ladies and gentlemen, the
Lagos State Security Trust Fund has been mandated by
Law to provide support for these agencies, a function
which it has successfully carried out for 13 years, thereby
building the necessary capacity and experience. The
prudent management and application of the meager
resources in line with our core values has also been felt in
the entire state.
Security is a very expensive endeavor and we all know how
much we spend in our various corporations and personal
dwellings in this regard. Our security agencies are in dire
need of basic infrastructure and equipment to function
eﬀectively and we need to come to their aid as a matter of
urgency in our collective self interest. I dare say that the
events of the past few weeks have shown us the
importance of security to the wellbeing, prosperity and
progress of the state.
Finally, I wish to reiterate the importance of procuring
crowd control equipment, integration of private security
organizations into our security network, the need to
empower and elevate our Neighborhood Safety
organizations (particularly the LNSA) and to ensure that
we have a proper identiﬁcation system of all residents in
our state.
I therefore urge all of you here present to kindly make your
donations and commitment to the Security Trust Fund.
Thank you for your kind attention and I wish you all a
merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year in advance.

Dr. Abdurrazaq Balogun
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY/CEO
LAGOS STATE SECURITY TRUST FUND

A REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF
LAGOS STATE POLICE COMMAND FROM
OCTOBER 2019 TO NOVEMBER, 2020
BY HAKEEM OLUSEGUN ODUMOSU, psc, FCIA,
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE LAGOS STATE
POLICE COMMAND, IKEJA.
It is a great honour to stand before this August
gathering, to give a report on the activities of Lagos
State Police Command from October, 2019 to
September, 2020.
The job of policing the State, the economic hub of the
nation and widely held as an emerging Mega-City has
been daunting.
This was further compounded by the outbreak of Corona
Virus Pandemic (COVID-19) within the period and its
attendant consequences on the socio-economic,
political activities and security services of the State, in
particular and the nation in general.
But for the zeal of the oﬃcers and men of the Command,
coupled with the support received from the InspectorGeneral of Police, IGP. Adamu Mohammed, mni, NPM,
the Lagos State Governor, Mr. Babajide Olushola SanwoOlu through the Lagos State Security Trust Fund (LSSTF)
and the good people of the State, it would have been
practically impossible to record the achievements for
which we are here gathered today.
The Command is privileged to have a Governor, who has
an unmatched passion to create an enabling
environment for the Police and other agencies to ﬁght
crimes and criminalities head-on in the State.
He has not only provided the necessary logistics for
oﬃcers and men to discharge their responsibilities
eﬀectively, he has also continued to make available a
steady stream of ﬁnancial support, to boost their morale
for optimum service delivery.
In addition, the continuous logistics contribution to the
Police, such as patrol vehicles, motorcycles, raincoats,
rainboots, traﬃc reﬂective jackets, etc., by the LSSTF
since its inception in 2007, has no doubt repositioned
the Command and enhanced its capacity to eﬀectively
maintain law and order in the State.
COMMAND RESPONSE TO COVID-19
The outbreak of COVID-19 and the need to contain
further spread of the virus after the index case was
recorded on 27th February, 2020 in the State, changed
the dynamism of policing the State during the period.
It was a period in which available human and material
resources at the disposal of the Command were
intensely overstretched.

In order to ensure strict compliance with the Presidential
Lockdown Order and other preventive protocols on COVID19, the Command emplaced road blocks at points of
entry/exit and other strategic locations. It embarked on
an intensive patrol of the metropolis and border points of
the State.
Worship centers, Shopping Malls, Markets, Entertainment
Centers, Eateries and other places were closely monitored
and compliance enforced.
The false alarm of Awawa Boys and faceless one million
boys attacking neighborhoods across the State was
promptly tackled through community engagements, joint
patrols by security agencies and normalcy restored.
Violators of the lockdown order were arrested and
prosecuted accordingly, while some worship centers, clubs
and eateries were sealed up and such cases handled by
relevant government agencies.
Private and commercial vehicles that ran fowl of the
protocols and curfew imposed were contravened. In all,
two thousand and seventy-four (2,074) private and nine
hundred and two (902) commercial vehicles were
impounded. Six hundred and sixty-four (664) tricycles
and nine thousand eight hundred and ﬁfty nine (9,859)
motorcycles were seized. Similarly, four thousand four
hundred and nineteen (4,419) suspects were arrested
during the period.
Of the ﬁgure, ﬁve hundred (500) suspects were screened
out, while other three thousand nine hundred nineteen
(3,919) were prosecuted.
Mr. Governor in his magnanimity ordered the release of
some of the vehicles to the owners within the ﬁrst phase of
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the lockdown, while others were made to pass through
the rudiment of the law.
CRIME SITUATION IN LAGOS STATE
The Crime statistics from October 2019-September
2020 has assumed a downward trend compared to
what was recorded in the preceding year. Crimes and
criminalities have not only been prevented, but solved
and nipped in the bud. This is attributed to the
diligence, pro-activeness, courage and dexterity
displayed by the oﬃcers and men of the Command in
the course of discharging their duties. We can say,
without ambiguity that, with the necessary tools to
work with, the Command has lifted its shoulders high
among others, as attested to by the following few
highpoints of its achievements:
A FEW OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS RECORDED DURING
THE PERIOD AS THE ARREST ARE TOO NUMEROUS TO
INCLUDE IN THIS ABRIDGED REPORT
ARREST OF SUSPECTED CULTISTS

Lagos. The wife died on the spot as a result of injury
inﬂicted on her by the hoodlums, while the husband
survived the attack. The suspects have since been
arrested and charged to court.
ARRESTS OF SUSPECTED ARMED ROBBERS
On 10th January, 2020 at about 1400hrs, a three-man
armed robbery gang were intercepted at Ipakodo, Ikorodu
after robbing one Mrs. Dixon Dolapo ‘female’. One (1)
Toyota Camry saloon car with Registration No. EKY-I69-LY
stolen from the victim was recovered. Suspects have been
charged to Court.
On 15th January, 2020 at about 1930hrs, one
Kamorudeen Balogun ‘male’ age 30yrs, a suspected
armed robber was arrested at Lucky Fibre, Ikorodu. One
locally made revolver pistol was recovered from him. The
suspect later led operatives to arrest one Joseph Ifeanyi
‘male’ at their hideout in Ikorodu area. Additional one
locally made single- and double-barrel short guns, four
(4) unexpended cartridges and one .9mm ammunition
were recovered.

On 4th December, 2019 at about 2100hrs, a distress call
was received from Ajegunle, Apapa area that some
hoodlums, suspected to be members of EIYE
confraternity were having their handing-over ceremony.
Six (6) male and three (3) female suspected members
were arrested by the Police. The following items were
recovered; Two (2) laptops, ﬁve (5) phones; Eight (8)
cutlasses, battle axes; and some other dangerous
weapons. All suspects have been charged to court and
remanded appropriately.

On 7th April, 2020 at about 1300hrs, one Friday Eze ‘male’
and three (3) others were arrested at No. 9B Alexzander
Road, Ikoyi. One (1) Berretta Pistol; Four (4) live
ammunition; One (1) empty shell of ammunition; and a
three storey building situated at Atunse area along IyanaEre Road, Awori Town, NEPA Quarters Lagos forfeited to
Federal Gover nment of Nigeria VIA Suit No.
FHC/L/CS/809/2020 were recovered. Suspects have been
charged to court accordingly.

On 10th December, 2019 at about 2240hrs based on
intelligence report, nine (9) members of a newly formed
PARA GANG Confraternity, who are mainly teenage
girls, were arrested at Bariga area while initiating new
members.

On 19/09/2020 at Lamgbasa area, one Oritsejomisan
Okpaghoro ‘male’ aged 36yrs, was arrested for allegedly
killing his friend, one Nkemjika Adindu ‘male’ aged 35yrs
over a business transaction. The suspect stabbed the
victim in the chest with a knife. He has since been arrested
and charged to court.

On 21st June, 2020 at about 2340hrs, thirty (30)
male suspected cultists were arrested at some
criminal hideouts in Ikorodu axis. The following items
were recovered: Ten (10) locally made pistols, ﬁve (5)
live cartridges, and one (1) cell phone. The suspects
have since been charged to Court and remanded
accordingly.
On 9th of September, 2019 at about 1918hrs, sixteen
(16) suspected cultists were arrested, during the
initiation of their new members in Ikorodu area of
Lagos State.
On 16th January, 2020 at about 0130hrs, seventeen
(17) hoodlums, suspected to be members of Eiye
Confraternity, were arrested at Ijora under Bridge
while initiating new members.
ARREST OF MURDER SUSPECTS
On 8th December, 2019, one Gilder Tahoo ‘male’ a
Cameroonian and wife named Bernadet Tahouo
‘female’, were allegedly attacked and robbed by one
Olamilekan Oke ‘male’, and Akande Adeyinka ‘male’ in
their residence at Flat 7A, No. 2, Lugard Avenue, Ikoyi,
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On 23/11/2020 at about 2359hrs, upon a tip-oﬀ that
hoodlums were dispossessing passersby of their
valuables at Amje, Ajegunle and Moshalashi, Alakuko,
patrol teams mobilized to the scenes arrested four (4)
suspects Suleiman Babajide ‘male’ 26yrs, Mustapha
Michael ‘male’ 25yrs, Daniel Gideon ‘male’ 23yrs and
Olamilekan Adeshina ‘male’ 26yrs. One locally made
pistol with three (3) unexpended cartridges were
recovered from the suspects.
ARRESTS OF SUSPECTED DRUG PEDDLERS AND
RECOVERY OF PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES
On 27/01/2020 at about 0820hrs, four (4) suspected drug
peddlers, namely, Femi Shoyinka ‘male’ age 44yrs,
Somtochukwu Osuji ‘male’ age 32yrs, Ajike Nwigwe ‘male’
age 42yrs and Emeka Innocent ‘male’ age 32yrs were
arrested in possession of hard drugs at Iddo area. Fortytwo (42) cartons of banned substances suspected to be
tramadol of 225mg each were recovered.
ARRESTS OF SUSPECTED RAPIST
On 15th June, 2020, one Eke Kanu ‘male’, age 62 years of
No. 59, Ebute Igbogbo Road, Ikorodu raped and

impregnated his daughter named Eke Amaka age 19yrs.
The suspect later employed one Abebe Adetutu ‘female’,
an auxiliary nurse to terminate the pregnancy. The
suspects were arrested and charged to court.
On 11th August, 2020 one Chinaka Abiaziem ‘male’ age
about 47yrs deﬁled one Chidera Azubuike ‘female’ aged
10 years. The victim was taken to the hospital for
medical examination. The suspect was arrested and
charged to court.
RECOVERY OF DIVERTED STOLEN CONTAINER
On 04/05/2020 one Muhammed Abubakar ‘male’ and
seven (7) others were arrested for diverting a container
loaded with 556 bales of assorted wrappers/fabrics
valued at seventy million naira (N70,000,000:00). All
the goods were later recovered at Kano, Shagamu and
Lagos respectively and released to the owner. The
suspects have been charged to court accordingly while
the exhibits have been handed over to
Customs/NDLEA/NAFDAC respectively.
On 06/07/2020 a truck loaded with 3,000 cartons of
Cherries Noodles, valued at N8.8million Naira was
recovered at Apapa area. The recovered products have
been handed over to the owner while six (6) suspects in
regards to this were arrested and charged to court.
ARREST OF SELF-ACCLAIMED OBA OF OGUNTEDO
AREA, SATELLITE TOWN
On 18/07/2020 a self-acclaimed Oba of Oguntedo
Community, Satellite Town, One Lateef Olarinde, age
72yrs, and four (4) others were arrested by the
Command, following several complaints of barefaced
extortions, incessant civil disturbances and attacks on
innocent persons leveled against him, his enfant terrible
son, Yusuf Olarinde and their army of thugs. He is a
notorious criminal gang leader, who has a penchant for
kidnapping, terrorizing, overpowering, disarming and
detaining security operatives and a law unto himself. He
has for over ten (10) years been escaping arrest and
dismantling of his group, until determined and
concerted eﬀorts by the Command brought his reign of
terror to an end. The suspects have been charged to
court.
DEFILEMENT/MURDER/ARREST OF SUSPECT

loaded with vandalized rail tracks and two gas Cylinders
were recovered. Investigation is in progress.
#ENDSARS PROTEST
On 8th October, 2020, the youths in the State joined their
counterparts across the nation to carry out a protest
tagged #EndSARS, End to Police Brutality. Acceding to
their demands, the Inspector-General of Police scrapped
the Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS) however what
appeared to be a peaceful protest was soon hijacked by
hoodlums who unleashed terror on law abiding citizens.
They torched, vandalized and looted government and
private facilities in the State.
Regrettably, six (6) Police personnel were killed, while one
hundred and six (106) were injured. Sixteen (16) Police
Stations, twenty (20) Police Posts, sixty-two (62) patrol
vehicles and three (3) police barracks were burnt while
some others were vandalized.
Also, some public and private facilities were set ablaze
while some were vandalized and looted. These include
head oﬃce of Nigeria Port Authority, Marina,
Magistrate/High Court and Court of Appeal Complex,
Igbosere, Lagos DNA and Forensic Centre, Broad Street,
Lagos, BRT Terminals at Iddo and Ojodu, Ajeromi Local
Government Secretariat amongst others.
The Palace of Oba of Lagos, Iga Idugaran, Circle Mall Lekki,
LTV Alausa, TVC Ikosi Samsung outlet at Apple
Roundabout, Festac and Oyingbo were not left out. Over
700 suspects arrested in connection with the looting,
wanton destruction of property and gruesome murder of
security agents in the State were being prosecuted by the
Police in conjunction with the State Ministry of Justice.
Despite the trauma that my Police personnel went
through, they were not deterred, the men have been
mobilized back to the burnt facilities in order not to create
any security vacuum while other public places are being
reclaimed. The Oﬃcers and men of the Command will not
relent in our collective eﬀorts to track down the hoodlums
that perpetrated the heinous crimes, recover their loots
and make them face the law. I enjoin all stakeholders to
cooperate with the Police in this regard.
GENDER RELATED ISSUES

On 29/09/2020 one Ajom Princewill ‘male’ age 37yrs,
Aliu Adeshola ‘male’ age 24yrs and ﬁve (5) others jointly
deﬁled one Favour Okechukwu ‘female’ age 11yrs at
Olarenwaju Street, Ejigbo. The suspects thereafter
murdered the victim. The seven suspects and their
accomplice one Omobolanle Olowowoke ‘female’ Age
41yrs were arrested and charged to court.

The summary of the Gender related cases handled by
Gender Unit of the Command is highlighted below:
Rape - 15
Deﬁlement – 93
Domestic Violence – 67
Child Abuse - 18

ARREST OF RAILWAY TRACKS VANDALS

These cases were reported through referrals from the
Domestic and Sexual Violence Response Team (DSVRT) of
Lagos State Ministry of Justice, Alausa and complaints
lodged at the Police Formations in the State. The Gender
Unit partners with other institutions, such as, Mirabel
Centre, Oﬃce of the Public Defender, Ministry of Women
Aﬀairs and other stakeholders work together towards
ensuring diligent investigation and prosecution of case.

On 15/11/2020 at about 0700hrs, one Seyi Olapade
‘male’ age 34yrs, Hassan Abdulrahman ‘male’ age
25yrs, Isiaka Adewale ‘male’ age 28yrs and Yusuf
Muniru ‘male’ age 28yrs were arrested at Araba Street,
Mushin. The suspects were caught while vandalizing
railway tracks along the axis. A M/Benz and Ford buses
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Some of these cases have earlier been highlighted in the
course of this presentation.
INAUGURATION OF THE COMMUNITY POLICING
ADVISORY COMMITTEES
In furtherance of the implementation of the concept of
Community Policing across board in line with the
Federal Government directives and the policy thrust of
the Inspector-General of Police, IGP. Adamu Mohammed,
mni, NPM, the Command adopted a community-based
policing as policing strategy and philosophy.
On 03/06/2020, the State Community Policing Advisory
Committee and State Community Policing Committee
were inaugurated by Mr. Governor, Mr. Babajide Olushola
Sanwo-Olu at the Banquet Hall, State House, Alausa
Ikeja.

State coupled with the partial closure of 3rd Mainland
Bridge has created traﬃc challenges in the Command,
especially as Christmas and New Year activities are
moving to its peak.
In order to combat the traﬃc and criminal activities
associated with this, 1,000 personnel of the Command
have been mobilized to enforce Operation Keep Traﬃc
Moving and curtailing robberies in traﬃc. Similarly, more
operational strategies have been put in place as criminal
hideouts are daily being raided. Pindown points are
created, robust patrol and visibility policing are being
emplaced, coupled with the quick response to distress
calls among other strategies that are not for public
consumption, all aimed at making this Yuletide crime free
as it was achieved last year.
To this end, law abiding members of the public are hereby
assured of the security of their lives and property while
law breakers should either leave the State or be ready to
have their day with the law.

Also, on 25/06/2020, all the fourteen Area Commands’
Community Policing Advisory Committee and the Local
Government Community Policing Committee were
inaugurated at the Police Oﬃcers Mess, Onikan.

CONCLUSION

Thereafter, on 26/06/2020, the Divisional Community
Policing Committees were inaugurated at the Area
Command Headquarters in the State.

It is pertinent to place on record that, the suspects in all
the cases mentioned above have been charged to courts
of competent jurisdiction accordingly.

The process of recruiting Special Constabularies who will
drive the Community Policing project has started across
the State.

The Command earnestly appreciates the Government and
the good people of Lagos State for their continuous and
unﬂinching support, which has momentously assisted the
Command to record the modest feats highlighted in this
presentation.

ENFORCEMENT OF STATE TRAFFIC LAW 2018
The Command in eﬀectively enforcing the Section 111 of
the State Traﬃc Law of 2018, has of recent embarked on
the clampdown on violators, who have penchants for
driving against traﬃc, breaking traﬃc
lights/regulations, plying on BRT corridors, etc. To fully
combat this, Anti One-Way Section has been created at
the State Taskforce on Environmental Oﬀences Unit and
the Governor’s Monitoring Team. Equally, the
enforcement unit of the State LASTMA have been
strengthened for this assignment.
Additionally, Anti One-Way Teams have been set up
across the Police Area Commands level, which comprises
Police, LASTMA, FRSC personnel. Mobile courts and
media outﬁts always often accompany these teams
while on these enforcements. This is for instant trials as
well as using the media to further publicise the need for
self-compliance by the public.
Within a few days of its operations, as at Friday 20th,
November 2020, 176 vehicles comprising 168 private
and 8 commercial vehicles have been impounded. Also
50 Motorcycles were contravened 65 vehicle owners
have been charged to court, found guilty and vehicles
forfeited to the State Government in line with the law.
EMBER MONTHS SECURITY /TRAFFIC STRATEGIES
Despite the EndSARS Saga that aﬀected the Command’s
security architecture and psyche of my men, the
Command has risen to the challenges created by this
episode. No doubt, the ongoing road construction in the
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The Command is using this medium to implore all
Lagosians to continue to be law abiding and particularly
obey all traﬃc rules and regulations including traﬃc
lights.
THE TEN DEDICATED LINES
08063025274, 08063104759, 08113615350,
08113683077, 08096283148, 08096283173,
08089781657, 08126404930, 08081426895,
08067945296

CONTROL ROOM NUMBERS
CONTROL ONE
08060357795, 08127155132
CONTROL TWO
08065154338, 08127155150
CONTROL THREE
08063299264, 08127155071
CONTROL FOUR
08039344870, 08024905011
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A brief on the activities of the
Rapid Response Squad (RRS)
The scare over the attack by cult groups (such as One
Million Boys, Awawa, etc.) invading communities became
rife and led to constant police patrol of communities’ day
and night to build the conﬁdence of the people. This led to
the arrest of two criminals of opportunity in Oshodi and
other areas and the prevention of chaos that may have
arisen from the fear of attacks from gang members.
CRISIS INTERVENTION
Prevention of the breakdown of law and order is one of the
key responsibilities of the police. That is why in the RRS no
stone is left unturned in ensuring that elements
responsible for chaos are quickly brought to book.
The Rapid Response Squad (RRS) is a section of the
Lagos State Police Command charged to respond
speedily to emergencies within Lagos State. It was
initially referred to as ‘Operation Sweep’ during Colonel
Buba Marwa’s Military Administration which was a
joint Army, Air Force, and Police Crack team established
to tackle crime at that period. The formation has gone
through various phases of restructuring and
reorganization giving rise to a culture of discipline and
eﬃciency.
The RRS comprises of about two thousand oﬃcers
equipped by the Lagos State Security Trust Fund
(LSSTF) through the donations and contributions from
Public and Private Organizations and well-meaning
individuals. Motorbikes, patrol vehicles, helicopters,
gunboats, ballistic helmets/bulletproof vests,
raincoats/boots, etc., were provided for the RRS to
enable them to signiﬁcantly reduce the crime rate in the
State. The LSSTF has remained the “unseen” hand
behind the RRS.

The need for prevailing peace in times of crisis cannot be
overemphasized due to the fact that criminal elements
take advantage of the situation to cause havoc. Some of
the unrest experienced during this period includes
Hoodlums and Unions Clashes at Igando and Akesan; OPC
and NURTW clash at Berger, to mention a few.
CRIME BUSTING AND ARRESTS
Many suspected criminals involved in burglary,
pickpocketing, robbery, fraud, internet scam, cult clashes,
etc., were arrested in the period. Some of the major
arrests made include:
The arrest of gang members whose violent activities
dating back to 9th January 2020 that led to the killing of
seven people. Following the directive of the Commissioner
of Police, CP Hakeem Odumosu, the decoy team of the RRS
arrested all the 18 suspects that were wanted.
The arrest of a ﬁve-man gang that specialized in
swindling unsuspecting individuals seeking to purchase
properties.

In the course of the year, policing was largely COVID 19
dominated and challenging as the security architecture
was overstretched. The RRS successfully accomplished
the following:

The arrest of a Church protocol oﬃcer who lures girls to
hotels and takes nude pictures of them in order to
blackmail them in exchange for money.

COVID-19 LOCKDOWN INTERVENTIONS

The arrest of a two-man gang that specialized in
defrauding aspiring models.

The total lockdown and phased reopening of the ever
bubbling Lagos economy changed the nature of
policing. The Squad adopted persuasive enforcement
in ensuring lockdown restrictions such as visits to
worship centers in areas like Ogba, Agege, Oworoshoki,
Alapere, Ikorodu, etc., sensitization exercises on the
need for social distancing in Surulere, Tejuosho Market;
enforcement of the restriction of movement around the
State, impounding of vehicles of violators of the
lockdown.
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The arrest of domestic workers who carted away with
about N243M worth of Jewelry from a celebrity.
The arrest of a man who tried blackmailing Salawa Abeni
with her nude photos.
The arrest of two entertainers who claimed the lockdown
forced them into robbery.
The arrest of a seven-man fraud syndicate that attempted

to transfer N25 million from an account in Nigeria and
$220,000:00 from an international account.
The arrest of 12 and 6 suspected members of Aiye
Confraternity and Eiye confraternity respectively in
their hideouts in parts of Lagos and Akwa Ibom State
by the Decoy Team of the RRS.
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE TO
LAGOSIANS
Another key mission of the Police which is not taken for
granted in RRS is service to humanity. The RRS
personnel make it a point of duty to always render
selﬂess services to Lagosians who are in need. A few of
the instances where such services were rendered
include:
RRS Oﬃcers assisting a pregnant lady and her husband
to the hospital during the COVID-19 lockdown.
Female Oﬃcers assisting a lady who got swindled by a
“One-Chance” robbery gang at Iyana-Ipaja.

RRS Oﬃcers preventing a man from committing suicide
by plunging into the Lagoon from 3rd mainland bridge.

#ENDSARS PROTESTS AND AFTERMATH
What started as a street protest in the Governor’s Oﬃce,
Alausa and Lekki Toll Gate respectively, eventually
snowballed into issues that almost put the entire country
in ﬂames.
In Lagos, the police formation and oﬃcers became the
main targets of the hoodlums. Some policemen lost their
lives and had their Police Stations burnt to the ground
including their homes. Police Stations like Orile Police
Station, Agege Police Station, Shomolu Police Station,
Makinde Police Station, etc., were some of the formations
that were severely destroyed during this period.
The RRS will however continue to carry out their duties in
line with best practices that have been commended by a
large number of Lagosians.

RRS Oﬃcers assisting an asthmatic patient who had a
crisis under the Otedola Bridge.

RRS Oﬃcers enforcing the restriction of Movement
during the COVID-19 lockdown

RRS Oﬃcers preventing a man from committing suicide
by plunging into the Lagoon from 3rd Mainland Bridge

RRS operatives during the CPR simulation

Conﬁdence Building Patrol and Sensitisation
against the One-Million Boys/Awawa Boys Scare

RRS oﬃcers assisting an athsmatic patient who
has a crisis underneath Otedola Bridge
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A brief on the activities
of the Marine Police
INTRODUCTION
In 1891 the Night Patrol Team now the Marine Police a
division of the Lagos State Police Command, was
established and saddled with the responsibilities of
basic operational duties such as Anti-smuggling patrol,
Anti-vandal, Anti-Piracy, Anti-Militancy/Kidnapping
operations, Enforcement of Ports, Harbor and Shipping
Acts, Surveillance, General Anti-Crime duties and
others.
The division’s powers and authority are drawn from the
constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, the
Police Act and various other Acts and Legislations to
conduct its operations in territorial inland waters
(measuring from the inward limit of the coastal
waterways from the fairway buoy), Ports and Harbors.
THE DEPARTMENT’S ACTIVITIES
The Marine Police has put in place adequate measures
in policing methods and styles in order to achieve the
aim of making Lagos State Waterways safe and crime
free. Amongst the adopted strategies include;
surveillance and monitoring of all activities within the
waterways through intensive patrol, visibility of Police
boats in vulnerable areas and at entry points of Lagos as
listed: Two (2) points at Ise, Three (3) at Epe, Two (2) at
Lagos Break Water, One (1) at Owode-Onirin, Two (2) at
Marina Police Base, One (1) at Festac and One (1) in
Badagry to ensure the safety and security of lives and
property in their area of jurisdiction.
The continuous patrol of the oﬃcers of the Marine
Division of the Command has prevented the access of
Militants, kidnappers and Sea Pirates from Neighboring
States through the creeks to commit crime in Lagos
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St at e. Th e Ma ri n e D ivi si o n a l s o e ngage s i n
enlightenment/awareness campaigns on safety to
encourage community participation in policing in the
settlements around the waterways.
The timely intervention of the oﬃcers of the Division has
led to the successful rescue of victims of several boat
mishap including the rescue of 5 crew members on board
a Water supply vessel “UCHENNA I” belonging to GreenSpeed Ocean Line Limited which sunk in the sea due to
turbulent waves.
ROLE OF THE LAGOS STATE SECURITY TRUST FUND AND
THE LAGOS STATE GOVERNMENT
The Marine Police appreciates the Lagos State Security
Trust Fund and the Lagos State Government for their
overwhelming support to the Marine Police Division. The
support has created a sustainable impact in securing the
waterways across the State. The Division also enjoys
support from the LSSTF and the State Government in the
area of; constant provision of lubricants, regular servicing
of the boats, provision of life jackets, life buoys, ﬁre
extinguishers and most importantly AGO (diesel) for the
running of the Armoured Combat Patrol Gunboats, and
PMS (petrol) for the Fibre Gunboats and other back up
boats.
In conclusion, the entire Inland waterways of Lagos State
has experienced a signiﬁcant drop in crime, however it is
paramount to note that with the increase of accidents on
our waterways, there should be partnerships and
engagement of relevant maritime stakeholders
(waterways users and boat operators), on safety
measures/protocols for strict compliance to avert these
incessant waterway accidents.

A brief on the activities of
the Operation Mesa (OP MESA)
INTRODUCTION
The OP MESA is an initiative of the Lagos State
Government comprising of diﬀerent military security
outﬁts which conducts support activities to aid the civil
security agencies in the discharge of their statutory
responsibilities. The OP MESA outﬁt consists of men
from the Army, the Navy and the Air Force under the
Command of Brigadier General Musa Etsu-Ndagi
Commander 9 Brigade, Nigerian Army, Air
Commodore Razaq Olanrewaju Commander 651
Base Service Group, Nigerian Air Force and
Commodore I.A. Shettima Commander NNS Beecroft,
Nigerian Navy respectively.
AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY
ARMY

NAVY

AIR FORCE

– A total of 10 sectors of the Nigerian
Army are participants of the troops
involved in the operation of the OP
MESA which focuses on areas in
Victoria Island, Apapa, Ikorodu, Ikeja,
Badagry, Ojo, Seme Border, Mushin,
Mile 2, and Epe including Ogba, Mile
12, Lagos Island, Idi-Araba, Agbara
and oil pipelines in the State.
– Apapa, Ijora, Ajegunle, Agege, Mile 2,
Iponri-Costain and oil pipelines and
tank farms in Lagos State.
– Lekki and Ajah axis, 7-up Toll Gate,
Iyana Ipaja-Ayobo axis, Iju-Ishaga
axis, Ikeja- Ogba, Oshodi- Isolo,
Gbagada axis, Mushin, and Alimosho
including Ikotun, Egbeda, Shasha,
and its environment.

The formation which is a joint military-police patrol
complements the eﬀort of the Nigeria Police Force to
provide internal security aimed at maintaining law and
order in State of the Federation in line with the
provisions of Section 217 of the 1999 Constitution of
the Federal Republic of Nigeria. OP MESA’s primary
responsibility is anti-crime patrol although they
participate in joint raids of identiﬁed black spots with
other agencies such as the Police and SSS and in
responding to distress calls.

The activities of the OP MESA are coordinated by the State
Security Council chaired by Mr. Governor to ensure that
the three (3) arms work together as an eﬀective unit while
the required operational requirements are provided by the
State Government and the Lagos State Security Trust
Fund.
The OP MESA has continued to partner with other security
agencies to ensure peace and order in the State by
assisting in the arrest of imposters//kidnappers and
human traﬃckers, restraining smuggling activities and
providing security in critical areas in the State.
ACTIVITIES
The OP-MESA joined other security agencies to enforce
the Presidential lockdown order on COVID-19.
They provided critical support in the arrest of armed
robbers, cultist, street robbers, ATM thieves,
kidnappers/ritualists and secured ﬁre incidence from
looters.
The OP MESA also assists in traﬃc control, provides
security at oﬃcial events such as the Lagos City
Marathon, One Lagos Fiesta, and other events especially
in volatile areas.
CHALLENGES
In spite of the achievements the OP MESA, the unit
requires more logistic/support such as: patrol vehicles,
equipment, protective gears (fragmented jackets and
helmets) to boost its operational capacity.
CONCLUSION
The Commanding Oﬃcers of OP MESA express their
appreciation to Mr. Governor, Mr. Babajide Sanwo-Olu and
the Lagos State Security Trust Fund for their support to
the unit and promise to perform their duties to the best of
their ability towards a crime free Lagos.

MODE OF OPERATIONS OF THE OP MESA
The outﬁt performs series of mobile and static
surveillance patrol in their Areas of Responsibility
(AOR), for instance in black spots, etc., as a form of
show of force to deter would be criminals and maintain
a reserve to facilitate quick reinforcement or support to
any mobile group when necessary.
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A brief on the activities of the
LAGOS STATE NEIGHBOURHOOD SAFETY AGENCY (lNSA)
Ogunoloko. The matter was referred to Makinde Police
Division for further investigation and prosecution.
LNSC Operatives in Agbowa Command in conjunction
with Nigeria Police Force raided some black spot and
arrested 3 suspected hoodlums terrorizing Ikosi Beach
Agbowa /Ejinrin Communities.
Found a missing 7-year-old boy by Odi-Olowo/Ojuwoye
LCDA LNSC and reunited him with his family.

Introduction
Created on the 26th November, 2016 the Lagos
Neighbourhood Safety Agency was given a mandate to
complement and the eﬀorts of security and safety
agencies operating in the State in law enforcement and
protection of lives and property by gathering credible
intelligence at the grass root level.

In conclusion, the Oﬃcers and Board members of the
Agency are grateful to the Lagos State Government and
the Lagos State Security Trust Fund for providing
equipment and logistics for the agency to eﬀectively carry
out their responsibilities and pledged to continue to carry
out their duties to the best of their ability.

The Agency has a 12-man Board led by the Chairman
DIG Israel O. Ajao (Rtd.), OON, NPM, mni. It has Corps
Oﬃcers across the 57 Local Governments and Local
Council Development Areas who were appointed in line
with the eligibility criteria provided by section 15 of the
LNSA Law.
The Agency regularly interfaces with the members of the
public and has a strong synergy with the Lagos State
Police Command.

Suspected hoodlums terrorizing Ikosi Beach Agbowa /Ejinrin Communities
napped during a raid by LNSC Operatives in Agbowa

The LNSA, in its operations all over the state, has
continued to be relevant in the provision of critical
information which has led to the arrest of fraudsters,
hoodlums, gang members, cultists, armed robbers,
kidnappers, carjackers, pick pocket vandals etc. The
Corp members also provide information and support to
the Police during raids of black spots and other criminal
hideouts.
LNSA Oﬃcers have been able to recover a number of
stolen bags, wallets and other personal items which
have been successfully returned to their owners. They
have been instrumental in reuniting some missing
children with their families.

The 7-year-old boy missing, his parents and LNSA operatives of Odi-Olowo/Ojuwoye LCDA

Some of the speciﬁc achievements of the LSNA
include the following:
The arrest of a suspected kidnapper by Orile-Agege LNSC
who was later handed over to Dopemu Police Station for
further investigation and possible prosecution.
Rescue of a 6-month old child about to be murdered by
her biological mother at No. 15 Akanni Sowunmi Street,
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6 month old child rescued from murder

LAGOS STATE SECURITY TRUST FUND
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES AND AUDITED
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (EXTRACTS)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2019
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TO OUR 2020 DONORS
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LSSTF BOARD INAUGURATION

Cross Sec on of Mr. Babajide Sanwo-Olu, 5th le and newly inaugurated Members of the LSSTF Board of Trustees

Mr. Agboola Oshodi-Glover DIG (rtd.) receiving his le er of appointment
as a member of the LSSTF Board of Trustees from Mr. Governor

Mr. Emeka Onwuka receiving his le er of appointment as a member of the
LSSTF Board of Trustees from Mr. Governor

Cross Sec on of some of the newly inaugurated members of Board of Trustees of the LSSTF

Mr. Kehinde Durosimi-E receiving his le er of appointment
as a member of the LSSTF Board of Trustees from Mr. Governor
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Dr. Ayodele Ogunsan receiving his le er of appointment
as a member of the LSSTF Board of Trustees from Mr. Governor

COURTESY VISITS

Courtesy visit by the team of the Na onal Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA) led by their State Commander Mr. Ralph Igwenagu

Courtesy Visit by Execu ve Secretary/CEO LSSTF Dr. Abdurrazaq Balogun
to Managing Director, LASAA, Prince Adedamola Docemo

Comptroller of Immigra ons Lagos State Command B.A. Aliyu
during a courtesy visit to the Fund

Courtesy visit by oﬃcers of the 9Brigade Nigerian Army to the Fund

Sector Commander Olusegun Ogungbemide during a courtesy visit
to the Lagos State Security Trust Fund

Managing Director/CEO Lagos Building Investment Co. Plc., (LBIC)
Mr. Tobiloba Lawal during a courtesy with his team to the Fund.

General Manager Traﬃc FM, Mr. Tayo Akanle during a courtesy visit to the Fund
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DONATIONS

L-R: Mrs. Folashade Jaji, Secretary to the State Government; Mr. Babajide Sanwo-Olu; Managing Director, Shell Nigeria Explora on and Produc on
Company Mr. Bayo Ojulari; ES/CEO LSSTF, Dr. Abdurrazaq Balogun and represen ng the General Manager Nigeria Na onal Petroleum Corpora on
Mrs. Clemen na Arubi; during the commissioning of 16 Patrol Vehicles donated to LSSTF by SNEPCo. & NNPC for security agencies in Lagos State

Cross Sec on of the 16 Patrol Vehicles donatedd to LSSTF by Shell Explora on and Produc on
Company Nigeria Ltd. (SNEPCo.) for use by Security Agencies in the State

Non-Executive Director, Mr. Emmanuel Ikhazobor, and other Top Executives of Dangote Cement Plc., during the presentation of
35 fully ﬁtted patrol vehicles donated by the organization to the Fund for the Police.

Cross Sec on of the Vehicles donated by Dangote Cement Plc. to the Fund
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SUPPORT TO SECURITY AGENCIES

Presentation of 2 JAC Pickup Trucks to Lagos State
Emergency Management Agency (LASEMA)

L-R: GM Commercial Vehicles, CIG Motors Mr. Starvos; GM, CIG Motors Mr. Jubril Arogundade; Execu ve Secretary/CEO, LSSTF Dr. Abdurrazaq Balogun
and Admin Director LSSTF, Mr. ‘Degbola Lewis during the presenta on of 5 u lity trucks to the Fund from the Chief Diana Chen Founda on

Execu ve Secretary/CEO, LSSTF and his Admin Director receiving
2 JAC pickup truck donated to the Fund by Elizade Motors

Presenta on of 1 Pickup Truck to the Police Community
Rela ons Commi ee (PCRC)

Presentation of 2 Yamaha Outboard
Engines to the OP MESA (Navy)

Presenta on of Raincoats to the Police
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SUPPORT TO SECURITY AGENCIES

Presenta on of 27 Patrol vehicles to the Commissioner of Police,
Lagos State Police Command, CP Mr. Hakeem Odumosu

Cross sec on of the 27 Patrol vehicles presented to Lagos State Police Command

Presenta on of 1 Pickup Truck to the Counter Terrorism Unit (CTU)

Presenta on of 2 Pickup Trucks to the Execu ve Secretary, Lagos State
Environment Sanita on Corps (LAGESC), Mrs. Idowu Mohammed

Presenta on of 1 Pickup Truck to the Governor’s Monitoring Team
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SUPPORT TO SECURITY AGENCIES

Cross sec on of 4 Yamaha Outboard Engines donated to the Marine Police

Presenta on of 5 Saloon Patrol vehicles to the Rapid Response Squad (RRS)

Presenta on of one Pickup Patrol vehicle to
MOPOL 20 of the Lagos State Police Command

Presenta on of Personal Protec ve Equipment (PPEs) to the Police

Presenta on of 1 JAC pickup patrol truck to the
State Marine Oﬃcer, Marine Police Unit

Cross sec on of 5 Saloon Patrol vehicles presented to the Rapid Response Squad (RRS)

Presenta on of 13 Patrol vehicles to the Lagos State Police Command

Presenta on of Personal Protec ve Equipment (PPEs) to the Chairman,
Lagos State Neighbourhood Safety Agency (LNSA), DIG Israel Ajao (Rtd)
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SECURITY WORKSHOP FOR TOP LEVEL SECURITY AGENCIES IN LAGOS STATE
TITLED: SECURING LAGOS STATE DURING AND AFTER COVID-19 PANDEMIC LOCKDOWN: PREPARING FOR THE UNKNOWN

Mr., ES Eki State Security Trust Fund, Dr. Abdurrazaq Balogun, ES/CEO LSSTF; Dr. Ade Adeagbo, COO Halogen Security, CP Hakeem Odumosu; Prof. Ademola Abass;
Mr. Agboola Oshodi-Glover DIG (Rtd.), Member LSSTF BoT; Mr. Opeyemi Agbaje, ES Ogun State Security; Dr. Ayodele Ogunsan, Member LSSTF BoT
during the “Securing Lagos State during and a er the COVID-19 Pandemic: Preparing for the unknown” workshop organise by LSSTF
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PRESENTATION OF MOBILE CUG HANDSETS AND LINES TO SECURITY AGENCIES OPERATING IN THE STATE
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REFURBISHMENT OF ASSETS (BEFORE AND AFTER)
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ASSETS DESTROYED DURING THE UNREST FOLLOWING THE ENDSARS PROTEST

Lagos State Fire Service Ikotun

RONREVOG EHT HTIW YTIRUCES NO GNITEEM LLAH NWOT LAUNNA ht41

ASSETS DESTROYED DURING THE UNREST FOLLOWING THE ENDSARS PROTEST

Apapa Iganmu LCDA
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SMA: 0802 330 2325

CONTACT ADDRESS:
The Alpha Plaza, Obafemi Awolowo Way, Opposite Lagos State Secretariat, Alausa, Ikeja
TEL: 08188877669 E-MAIL: lsstf@Lagosstate.gov.ng Instagram: @followlsstf
Twitter: followlsstf Facebook: Lagos State Security Trust Fund
WEBSITE: lsstf.lagosstate.gov.ng

